Problem A
Wormholes
A friend of yours, an inventor, has built a spaceship recently and wants to explore space with it.
During his first voyages, he discovered that the universe is full of wormholes created by some alien
race. These wormholes allow one to travel to places far, far away, but moreover, they can also send
you to times long ago or in the distant future.
Having mapped these wormholes and their respective end points, you and your friend boldly decide
to board his spaceship and go to some distant place you’d like to visit. Of course, you want to arrive
at your destination as early as possible. The question is: what is this earliest arrival time?
Input
The first line of input contains an integer c (1 ≤ c ≤ 200), the number of test cases. Each test case
starts with a line containing two coordinate triples x0 , y0 , z0 and x1 , y1 , z1 , the space coordinates of
your departure point and destination. The next line contains an integer n (0 ≤ n ≤ 50), the number
of wormholes. Then follow n lines, one for each wormhole, with two coordinate triples xs , ys , zs and
xe , ye , ze , the space coordinates of the wormhole entry and exit points, respectively, followed by two
integers t, d (−1 000 000 ≤ t, d ≤ 1 000 000), the creation time t of the wormhole and the time shift
d when traveling through the wormhole.
All coordinates are integers with absolute values smaller than or equal to 10 000 and no two points
are the same.
Note that, initially, the time is zero, and that tunneling through a wormhole happens instantly. For
simplicity, the distance between two points is defined as their Euclidean distance (the square root
of the sum of the squares of coordinate differences) rounded up to the nearest integer. Your friend’s
spaceship travels at speed 1.
Output
For each test case, print a single line containing an integer: the earliest time you can arrive at your
destination.

Sample Input
2
0 0 0 100 0 0
2
1 1 0 1 2 0 -100 -2
0 1 0 100 1 0 -150 10
0 0 0 10 0 0
1
5 0 0 -5 0 0 0 0

Sample Output
-89
10
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Problem C:

Decompressing in a GIF

One well known method to compress image files is the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) encoding,
created by CompuServe in 1987. Here’s a simplified version applied to strings of alphabetic characters.
Essential for this compression is a dictionary which assigns numeric encodings (we’ll use base 10 numbers
for this problem) to different strings of characters. The dictionary is initialized with mappings for
characters or substrings which may appear in the string. For example, if we expect to encounter all
26 letters of the alphabet, the dictionary will initially store the encodings (A, 00), (B, 01), (C, 02), . . . ,
(Z, 25). If we are compressing DNA data, the dictionary will initially store only 4 entries: (A, 0), (T, 1),
(G, 2) and (C, 3). Note that the length of each initial encoding is the same for all entries (2 digits in
the first example, and 1 digit in the second).
The compression algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Find the longest prefix of the uncompressed portion of the string which is in the dictionary, and
replace it with its numeric encoding.
2. If the end of the string has not been reached, add a new mapping (s, n) to the dictionary, where
s = the prefix just compressed plus the next character after it in the string, and n = the smallest
number not yet used in the dictionary.
For example, assume we started with the string ABABBAABB and a dictionary with just two entries, (A, 0)
and (B, 1). The table below shows the steps in compressing the string.
String
ABABBAABB
0BABBAABB
01ABBAABB
012BAABB
0123ABB

Longest Prefix
A
B
AB
BA
ABB

Replaced With
0
1
2
3
4

New Dictionary Entry
(AB, 2)
(BA, 3)
(ABB, 4)
(BAA, 5)
—

The final compressed string is 01234.
There is only one other rule: the replacement strings used are always the size of the longest encoding
in the dictionary at the time the replacement occurs. Thus, with the dictionary above, if the string
to compress is long enough that an entry of the form (s, 10) is added to the dictionary, then from this
point on all numerical replacement strings used in the compressed string must be expanded to 2 digits
long (i.e., A will now be encoded as 00, B as 01, AB as 02, etc.); if an entry (s′ , 100) is added to the
dictionary, all replacements from this point forward will increase to 3 digits long, and so on. Thus, the
longer string ABABBAABBAABAABAB will be encoded as 01234027301, not 0123402731. Try it!
OK, now that you are experts at compressing, it’s time to relax and decompress!

Input
Each test case will consist of two lines. The first line will contain a string of digits to decompress. The
second line will contain the initial dictionary used in the compression. This line will start with a positive
integer n indicating the number of entries in the dictionary (1 ≤ n ≤ 100), followed by n alphabetic
strings. The first of these will be paired with 0 in the dictionary (or 00 if n > 10), the second with 1,
and so on. The last test case will be followed by a line containing a single 0.
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Output
For each test case, output a single line containing the case number (using the format shown below)
followed by the decompressed string. All input strings will have been legally compressed.

Sample Input
01234
2 A B
01234027301
2 A B
02151120182729
26 A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
21104
3 BA A C
01
2 JA VA
0

Sample Output
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

ABABBAABB
ABABBAABBAABAABAB
CPLUSPLUS
CAABAAA
JAVA

D. Server
You are in charge of a server that needs to run some submitted tasks in a first-come, first-served basis. Each day,
you can dedicate the server to run these tasks for at most T minutes. Given the time each task takes, you want
to know how many of them will be finished today.
Consider the following example: Assume T = 180 and the tasks take 45, 30, 55, 20, 80, and 20 minutes (in
order of submission). Then, only four tasks can be completed. The first four tasks can be completed because they
take 150 minutes, but not the first five, because they take 230 minutes which is greater than 180. Notice that
although after completion of the fourth task, there is enough time to perform the sixth task (which takes 20
minutes), you cannot do that because the fifth task is not done yet.
Input:
The input may consist of a multiple test cases. For each case, the first line contains two integers n and T where 1
≤  n ≤  50 is the number of tasks and 1 ≤  T ≤  500. The next line contains n positive integers (each no more than
100) that indicate how long each task takes in order of when they are submitted. Process until an end-of-file is
detected.
Output:
Display the number of tasks that can be completed in T minutes in a first-come, first-served basis. Follow this
format exactly: “Case”, one space, the case number, a colon and one space, and the answer for that case with
no trailing spaces.

Sample Input
6 180
45 30 55 20 80 20
10 60
20 7 10 8 10 27 2 3 10 5

2014 North Central Regional

Sample Output
Case 1: 4
Case 2: 5
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Problem E
Most

In 1997, the programming contest was quickly gaining popularity. For the second time, the
Czech Technical University held two programming contests in one year: one for the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering (with several guest teams) and, of course, the 1997 CTU Open Contest.
By the way, in that year, the winning team of the Charles University then won the Regional
Contest and later also the World Finals.
Today you can try to solve one of the problems from 1997, to get an impression.
Several years ago, the African tribe of Hooligans dug up a hatchet. The tribe’s military uses
advanced technology including machine guns and tanks. Such an equipment gives a huge advantage against the enemy, but it also brings complications during transport. The biggest problem
are the numerous rivers and lakes present in the area.
Hooligan cartographers invented a precise transformation that maps the landscape in such a way
that all boundaries between land and water are either vertical or horizontal and follow precisely
the boundaries of unit squares in a square grid. Moreover, the special transformation algorithm
causes all rivers to appear to flow vertically (from top to bottom) and all coordinates of the left
river boundary are strictly smaller than any coordinate of the right boundary.
Luckily for the ambitious Hooligans, a great inventor named Postolomlatos invented mobile
bridges made of easily transportable pieces, called pontoons, precisely of the size of the unit
squares of the map. The pontoons can be connected to each other and to the river boundaries
only by their whole sides. Due to the economical crisis, the chief Mlask the Great ordered
that every river must be crossed by using the minimal number of pontoons needed to build a
connected bridge from one side of the river to the other.
See the image with an example of a river with one possible correct solution using three pontoons.

Input Specification
The first line of the input contains the number of test cases N . The first line of each test case
contains a positive integer K ≤ 10 000 000, which stands for the height of the map. Each of the
following K lines describes one horizontal unit strip of the map. Each of these lines contains
two space-separated non-negative integers A and B specifying the left and the right coordinates
of the river boundary in that strip. It will always hold that A < B ≤ 1 000 000.

Output Specification
For each test case, print exactly one line containing the text “K prechodu reky je treba X
pontonu.”, where X is the smallest number of pontoons needed to build a bridge from one side
of the river to the other.

Sample Input
2
8
2
3
4
4
2
1
1
0
5
1
2
4
5
0

8
9
9
8
7
5
6
5
7
7
8
6
6

Output for Sample Input
K prechodu reky je treba 3 pontonu.
K prechodu reky je treba 1 pontonu.
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Problem F
Stavitel

1998 was the first year when the Central Europe Regional Contest was held in Prague, at the
Czech Technical University. This meant having three programming contests in one year. It was
also the year when a new evaluation system (PCSS 3) was implemented from scratch. This piece
of software then served with only small improvements (and bug fixes) for the next 14 years, until
2011. Can you imagine that? In 1998, a typical contest had 20 teams and 6 problems. Our
best computer had 64MB of memory, so PCSS had to impose many limits on data structures.
In contrast, there were about 100 teams and 11 problems in 2011, so you can imagine many of
the mentioned limits were exceeded several times during those 14 years.
Now you have a unique opportunity to visit the past and try to solve one of the 1998 problems.
Little Matthew always wanted to be an architect and since his childhood he was spending all his
free time building architectonic masterpieces. Due to his limited resources, he built his buildings
from wooden unit cubes that he put on top of each other. The columns of the cubes were always
placed on a checkerboard with K × K unit squares. Matthew always placed the cubes so that
every column covered exactly one checkerboard square.
In the following picture, you can admire one of his creations on a board of size 4 × 4.

Matthew was proud of his pieces of art. Their order and perfection were unprecedented. However, nobody else shared his enthusiasm. As is usual with most masterpieces, their real value
will be understood much later. To preserve his work, Matthew decided to draw the buildings on
paper and keep it in a safe place. Because he was unable to draw 3D buildings, he made two 2D
drawings: one from the front showing only the front sides of the cubes and one from the right
side showing only the right sides of the cubes. In technical terms, his drawings were orthogonal
projections.
Have a look at the drawings of the building from the earlier picture:

Matthew believed that these drawings will be enough to reconstruct the buildings later. When
he grew up, he realized that he had been wrong. Most of his pairs of drawings could depict
many different buildings. After some research, he found out that some buildings may be called
minimal because they are composed of the minimum number L of cubes among all buildings
whose pair of projections match his drawings. Similarly, he called a building maximal if it used
the maximal number M of cubes among all possible buildings.
The following are examples of a minimal and a maximal building for the above pair of drawings.
They use L = 7 and M = 17 cubes. They are not as perfect as the original building, but they
are still worth your attention.

Matthew asked you to write a program that will compute the values L and M for every pair of
drawings in his collection.

Input Specification
The first line of the input contains the number of test cases N . Each test case is composed of
three lines. The first line of each test case contains a positive integer K ≤ 100, which stands for
the width and the height of the square board. The second and the third line describe the drawing
from the front and from the right, respectively. Every drawing is described by K space-separated
non-negative integers (not higher than 100 000) describing the heights of the K columns of the
cubes projection, in the left-to-right and front-to-back order.
You can assume that it is always possible to build at least one building for every given pair of
drawings.

Output Specification
For each test case, print exactly one line containing the sentence “Minimalni budova obsahuje
L kostek, maximalni M kostek.”, where L and M are the minimal and the maximal number
of cubes in a building represented by the given pair of drawings.

Sample Input

Output for Sample Input

2
4
2 0 3 1
1 1 2 3
1
1
1

Minimalni budova obsahuje 7 kostek, maximalni 17 kostek.
Minimalni budova obsahuje 1 kostek, maximalni 1 kostek.

G • Quick Change
J.P. Flathead’s Grocery Store hires cheap labor to man the checkout stations. The
people he hires (usually high school kids) often make mistakes making change for the
customers. Flathead, who’s a bit of a tightwad, figures he loses more money from these
mistakes than he makes; that is, the employees tend to give more change to the
customers than they should get.
Flathead wants you to write a program that calculates the number of quarters ($0.25),
dimes ($0.10), nickels ($0.05) and pennies ($0.01) that the customer should get back.
Flathead always wants to give the customer’s change in coins if the amount due back is
$5.00 or under. He also wants to give the customers back the smallest total number of
coins. For example, if the change due back is $1.24, the customer should receive 4
quarters, 2 dimes, 0 nickels, and 4 pennies.
Input
The first line of input contains an integer N which is the number of datasets that follow.
Each dataset consists of a single line containing a single integer which is the change
due in cents, C, (1 ≤ C ≤ 500).
Output
For each dataset, print out the dataset number, a space, and the string:
Q QUARTER(S), D DIME(S), n NICKEL(S), P PENNY(S)
Where Q is he number of quarters, D is the number of dimes, n is the number of nickels
and P is the number of pennies.
Sample Input
3
124
25
194

Sample Output
1 4 QUARTER(S), 2 DIME(S), 0 NICKEL(S), 4 PENNY(S)
2 1 QUARTER(S), 0 DIME(S), 0 NICKEL(S), 0 PENNY(S)
3 7 QUARTER(S), 1 DIME(S), 1 NICKEL(S), 4 PENNY(S)

Greater New York Regionial
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Problem H:
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Here’s a Product Which Will Make You Tensor

Most people are familiar with how to multiply two matrices together. However, an alternate form of
multiplication known as tensor multiplication exists as well, and works more like you would expect
matrix multiplication should. Let A be a p × q matrix and B be an n × m matrix, where neither A nor
B is a 1 × 1 matrix. Then the tensor product A ⊗ B is a pn × qm matrix formed by replacing each
element aij in A with the matrix (aij ) · B. Two examples are shown below, which also demonstrate
that, like normal matrix multiplication, tensor multiplication is non-commutative:




1 2 1 2 1 2
1 1 1 2 2 2




  1 1 1 2 2 2 




  3 4 3 4 3 4 


1
1
1
1 1 1


 1 1 2 2 2 4 
1 2
,
 1 1 1 ⊗ 1 2 =  1 2 1 2 1 2 
⊗ 1 1 1  = 




3 4
3 4
 3 4 3 4 3 4 
 3 3 3 4 4 4 
1 1 2
1 1 2
 1 2 1 2 2 4 
 3 3 3 4 4 4 
3 4 3 4 6 8
3 3 6 4 4 8
Note that there is no restriction that the number of columns in the first matrix must equal the number
of rows in the second, as there is with normal matrix multiplication. The object of this problem is to
determine the number of ways (if any) a given matrix can be formed as a result of a tensor multiplication.

Input
The first line of input for a test case will contain two positive integers r and c indicating the number of
rows and columns in the matrix. After this will follow r lines each containing c positive integers. The
values of r and c will be ≤ 500, each entry in the matrix will be no greater than 65,536, and the last
test case is followed by a line containing 0 0.

Output
For each test case, output the number of different ways the matrix could be the tensor product of two
positive integer matrices, neither of which is a 1 × 1 matrix.

Sample Input
6 6
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 2
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 6
2 2
3 6
4 9
2 4
15 18
20 24
0 0

2
2
2
4
4
4

2
2
2
4
4
4

2
2
4
4
4
8

30 36
40 48

Sample Output
1
0
4

Problem I
Room Assignments
Once there was an inventor congress, where inventors from all over the world met in one place. The
organizer of the congress reserved exactly one hotel room for each inventor. Each inventor, however,
had its own preference regarding which room he would like to stay in. Being a clever inventor himself,
the organizer soon found an objective way of doing the room assignments in a fair manner: each
inventor wrote two different room numbers on a fair coin, one room number on each side. Then,
each inventor threw his coin and was assigned the room number which was shown on the upper side
of his coin. If some room had been assigned to more than one inventor, all inventors had to throw
their coins again.
As you can imagine, this assignment process could take a long time or even not terminate at all.
It has the advantage, however, that among all possible room assignments, one assignment is chosen
randomly according to a uniform distribution. In order to apply this method in modern days, you
should write a program which helps the organizer.
The organizer himself needs a hotel room too. As the organizer, he wants to have some advantage: he
should be able to rate each of the rooms (the higher the rating, the better), and the program should
tell him which two room numbers he should write on his coin in order to maximize the expected
rating of the room he will be assigned to. The program also has access to the choices of the other
inventors before making the proposal. It should never propose two rooms for the organizer such that
it is not possible to assign all inventors to the rooms, if a valid assignment is possible at all.
Input
The input starts with a single number c (1 ≤ c ≤ 200) on one line, the number of test cases. Each
test case starts with one line containing a number n (2 ≤ n ≤ 50 000), the number of inventors and
rooms. The following n − 1 lines contain the choices of the n − 1 guests (excluding the organizer).
For each inventor, there is a line containing two numbers a and b (1 ≤ a < b ≤ n), the two room
numbers which are selected by the inventor. The last line of each test case consists of n integers
v1 , . . . , vn (1 ≤ vi ≤ 1 000 000), where vi is the organizer’s rating for room i.
Output
For each test case, print a single line containing the two different room numbers a and b which should
be selected by the organizer in order to maximize the expected rating of the room he will be assigned
to. If there is more than one optimal selection, break ties by choosing the smallest a and, for equal
a, the smallest b. If there is no way for the organizer to select two rooms such that an assignment of
inventors to rooms is possible, print “impossible” instead.

Sample Input
3
4
1 2
2 3
1 3
2 3 4 1
3
1 2
2 3
100 40 70
5
1 2
1 2
1 2
3 4
1 1 1 1 1

Sample Output
1 4
1 3
impossible

15

2008

J: Fred’s Lotto Tickets
Fred likes to play the lotto. Whenever he does, he buys lots of tickets. Each ticket
has 6 unique numbers in the range from 1 to 49, inclusive. Fred likes to “Cover
all his bases.” By that, he means that he likes for each set of lottery tickets to
contain every number from 1 to 49, at least once, on some ticket. Write a
program to help Fred see if his tickets “Cover all the bases.”
Input
The input file consists of a number of test cases. Each case starts with an integer
N (1 <= N <= 100), indicating the number of tickets Fred has purchased. On
the next N lines are the tickets, one per line. Each ticket will have exactly 6
integers, and all of them will be in the range from 1 to 49 inclusive. No ticket will
have duplicate numbers, but the numbers on a ticket may appear in any order.
The input ends with a line containing only a 0.
Output
Print a list of responses for the input sets, one per line. Print the word Yes if
every number from 1 to 49 inclusive appears in some lottery ticket in the set, and
No otherwise. Print these words exactly as they are shown. Do not print any
blank lines between outputs.
Sample Input
1
1 2 3 4 5 6
9
1 2 3 4 5 6
10 9 8 7 12
13 14 15 16
19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28
31 32 33 34
37 38 39 40
43 44 45 46
49 19 34 27
0

11
17
23
29
35
41
47
25

18
24
30
36
42
48
13

Sample Output
No
Yes

2008 ACM ICPC Southeast USA Regional Programming Contest
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L . The Binary Search Efficiency Doubter
The binary search is a classic algorithm in computer science. For this problem we will use the following
pseudocode to define our binary search:
Perform a binary search on the array a with values in a[0] through
a[n-1] to find, if it exists, the value x. The values in the array a
may be assumed to be in strictly increasing order.
Low = 0
High = n – 1
While Low <= High
Mid = (Low + High) / 2 [We assume integer division
truncates.]
If a[Mid] = x then return FOUND
If a[Mid] < x then Low = Mid + 1
If a[Mid] > x then High = Mid – 1
If we fall out of the while loop, return NOT_FOUND
Professors teach that this is an efficient algorithm with a worst case number of times through the loop of
roughly log base 2 of n and an average case that is slightly better than that. A student who is not convinced
decides to build lists of various sizes and search for every number in the list and keep track of how many times
the loop is executed. In the following example, the number of times the loop is executed to find each value is
indicated below the corresponding value.
the list
loop count

12
3

16
2

23
3

34
1

42
3

57
2

65
3

So, for this list, the total loop count is 17.
It should be clear that any list of length 7 will have a total loop count of 17 under the assumptions that the list is
sorted and all the values are different. That is, the length of the list determines the total loop count.
The problem here is to determine the total loop count given the length of the list. You may assume that the
answer for any test case in the input fits in a signed 64-bit integer.
Input:
There may be multiple cases. Input for each case will consist of a single positive integer, n, which gives the
length of the list. You may assume that 2 < n < 10,000,000 and that there are no more than 100 cases. Cases
are delimited by arbitrary white space. Process until an end-of-file is detected.
Output:
For each input case, print the total loop count to find all the values in a list of size n. Follow this format
exactly: “Case”, one space, the case number, a colon and one space, and the answer for that case with no
trailing spaces. (see next page for sample)
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Sample Input
3
7
321
124

2014 North Central Regional

Case
Case
Case
Case

1:
2:
3:
4:

Sample Output
5
17
2387
748
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M. Preorder Traversals
A binary search tree is a common structure in computer science. A binary search tree is one in which all values
in the left subtree of the root are smaller than the root value, all values in the right subtree of the root are bigger
than the root value, and all subtrees in the tree are binary search trees. An empty tree is usually allowed as a
binary tree, but we won’t be dealing with empty trees in this problem. Also, any ordered data type can be
allowed for contents of nodes, but we will just be interested in trees that contain positive integers that are less
than 1,000,000,000 (one billion).
For example, the following is a binary search tree.

A preorder traversal is defined by the following recursive pseudocode:
preorder_traversal(root)
print the value in root [in general, process the value, but
we will just print it]
if root has a left subtree
preorder_traversal(left subtree of root)
if root has a right subtree
preorder_traversal(right subtree of root)
A preorder traversal of the above binary search tree would give 50, 30, 20, 10, 25, 40, 45, 70, 90, 80.
Note that 2, 3, 1 is not the preorder traversal of any binary search tree since 2 would have to be in the root as the
first value printed and then either 3 would be on the left side or 1 would be on the right side since 1 comes after
3 in the preorder traversal.
The problem here is to read a list of numbers and determine if it is the preorder traversal of a binary search tree.
Input:
There may be multiple cases to process. Input for each case will consist of a list of positive integers followed
by a negative integer that will signal end-of-list and should not be included in the list. Long lists may be given
on more than one line. Do not assume a particular input format other than integers with whitespace separating
them. You may assume the number of numbers in the list is a least 1 and at most 1,000. Process until the endof-file is detected.
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Output:
For each input case, print “yes” if the list is a valid preorder traversal of a binary search tree and “no” if not.
Follow this format exactly: “Case”, one space, the case number, a colon and one space, and the answer for that
case with no trailing spaces.

Sample Input
2 3 1 -7
50 30 20 10 25 40 45
70 90 80 -1

2014 North Central Regional

Sample Output
Case 1: no
Case 2: yes
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N. Rank Order
Your team has been retained by the director of a competition who supervises a panel of judges. The competition
asks the judges to assign integer scores to competitors – the higher the score, the better. Although the event has
standards for what score values mean, each judge is likely to interpret those standards differently. A score of
100, say, may mean different things to different judges.
The director's main objective is to determine which competitors should receive prizes for the top positions.
Although absolute scores may differ from judge to judge, the director realizes that relative rankings provide the
needed information – if two judges rank the same competitors first, second, third, ... then they agree on who
should receive the prizes.
Your team is to write a program to assist the director by comparing the scores of pairs of judges. The program is
to read two lists of integer scores in competitor order and determine the highest ranking place (first place being
highest) at which the judges disagree.
Input:
Input to your program will be a series of score list pairs. Each pair begins with a single integer giving the
number of competitors N, 1 < N < 1,000,000. The next N integers are the scores from the first judge in
competitor order. These are followed by the second judge's scores – N more integers, also in competitor order.
Scores are in the range 0 to 100,000,000 inclusive. Judges are not allowed to give ties, so each judge’s scores
will be unique. Values are separated from each other by one or more spaces and/or newlines. The last score list
pair is followed by the end-of-file indicator.
Output:
For each score pair, print a line with the integer representing the highest-ranking place at which the judges do
not agree. If the judges agree on every place, print a line containing only the word 'agree'. Use the format
below: “Case”, one space, the case number, a colon and one space, and the answer for that case with no
trailing spaces.
Sample Input
4
3 8 6 2
15 37 17 3
8
80 60 40 20 10 30 50 70
160 100 120 80 20 60 90 135

2014 North Central Regional

Sample Output
Case 1: agree
Case 2: 3
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O. Locked Treasure
A group of n (1 ≤ n ≤ 30) bandits hid their stolen treasure in a room. The treasure needs to be locked away
until there is a need to retrieve it. Since the bandits do not trust each other, they wanted to ensure that at
least k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) of the bandits must agree in order to retrieve the treasure.
They have decided to place multiple locks on the door such that the door can be opened if and only if all the
locks are opened. Each lock may have up to n keys, distributed to a subset of the bandits. A group of bandits
can open a particular lock if and only if someone in the group has a key to that lock.
Given n and k, how many locks are needed such that if the keys to the locks are distributed to the bandits
properly, then every group of bandits of size at least k can open all the locks, and no smaller group of bandits
can open all the locks?
For example, if n = 3 and k = 2, only 3 locks are needed — keys to lock 1 can be given to bandits 1 and 2,
keys to lock 2 can be given to bandits 1 and 3, and keys to lock 3 can be given to bandits 2 and 3. No single
bandit can open all the locks, but any group of 2 bandits can open all the locks.
Input:
The first line of input contains a positive integer indicating the number of cases to follow. Each case is
specified by the two integers n and k on one line.
Output:
For each line of input, print on one line the minimum number of locks needed. Follow this format exactly:
“Case”, one space, the case number, a colon and one space, and the answer for that case with no trailing
spaces.

Sample Input
2
3 2
5 3
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Problem P: GPA

Each course grade is one of the following five letters: A, B, C, D, and F. (Note that there is no grade E.) The
grade A indicates superior achievement, whereas F stands for failure. In order to calculate the GPA, the letter
grades A, B, C, D, and F are assigned the following grade points, respectively: 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0.

Input
The input file will contain data for one or more test cases, one test case per line. On each line there will be one
or more upper case letters, separated by blank spaces.

Output
Each line of input will result in exactly one line of output. If all upper case letters on a particular line of input
came from the set {A, B, C, D, F} then the output will consist of the GPA, displayed with a precision of two
decimal places. Otherwise, the message "Unknown letter grade in input" will be printed.

Sample input
A B C D F
B F F C C A
D C E F

Output for sample input
2.00
1.83
Unknown letter grade in input

1

Problem R: Permutation Recovery

Professor Permula gave a number of permutations of the n integers 1, 2, ..., n to her students. For each integer
i (1 <= i <= n), she asks the students to write down the number of integers greater than i that appears before i
in the given permutation. This number is denoted ai. For example, if n = 8 and the permutation is
2,7,3,5,4,1,8,6, then a1 = 5 because there are 5 numbers (2, 7, 3, 5, 4) greater than 1 appearing before it.
Similarly, a4 = 2 because there are 2 numbers (7, 5) greater than 4 appearing before it.
John, one of the students in the class, is studying for the final exams now. He found out that he has lost the
assignment questions. He only has the answers (the ai's) but not the original permutation. Can you help him
determine the original permutation, so he can review how to obtain the answers?

Input
The input consists of a number of test cases. Each test case starts with a line containing the integer n (n <=
500). The next n lines give the values of a1, ..., an. The input ends with n = 0.

Output
For each test case, print a line specifying the original permutation. Adjacent elements of a permutation should
be separated by a comma. Note that some cases may require you to print lines containing more than 80
characters.

Sample input
8
5
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0
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Output for sample input
2,7,3,5,4,1,8,6
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1

Output for sample input

2

